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CHAPTER 7 
Scientific Evidence for God 

 
THE SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE FOR THE EXISTENCE OF GOD, HEAVEN, AND HELL 
Whether one believes it or not, we are all eternal beings created in the image of God.  

Consequently, like God we have a spirit that is eternal that will live on after our 

physical life ends here on earth.  Again, we want to emphasize there are only two 

eternal destinations from which to choose, either Heaven with God or the Lake of 

Fire with Satan and his fallen angels (Mathew 25:41-46; Revelation 20:10-15).   

Now scientific research is revealing the reality of their existence.  

 

We shared above how there is powerful medical research that strongly supports the 

reality of a heaven to be gained and a hell to be avoided at all costs.  One of the most 

prolific Near-Death Experience (NDE) researchers is Dr. Jeffrey Long who wrote 

the bestselling book on his research entitled; Evidence of the Afterlife.  Dr. Long’s 

conclusions after his very extensive research on NDE’s are that they are absolutely 

real supernatural experiences and are not in any way hallucinatory.  Consequently, 

when you visit spiritlessons.com and hear these vivid accounts of heaven or hell 

experiences including those shared by the late Dr. Maurice Rawlings you are hearing 

real life experiences not hallucinations (Google Dr. Jeffrey Long and N.D.E. 

research).  Some atheistic researchers in this area try to muddy the waters with 

invalid arguments that Dr. Long clearly refutes as false.  However, as is the case 

with many atheists they don’t want to believe even when the evidence is 

overwhelmingly before them.  Why? ... Because they don’t want to have their selfish 

and sinful lifestyles cramped by the existence of a God, Who has moral absolutes 

and eternal consequences for their rebelling against them (John 3:18-21).  The reality 

is that if they can get rid of God they can live however and do whatever they want 

without His rules and without guilt.  That is why many atheistic scientists fight tooth 

and nail to prop up a failed theory that attempts to eliminate God from this equation 

of life (i.e., macro evolutionary theory).   

 

Before anyone angrily shuts us down and stops reading, please let us share a few 

scientific realities surrounding macro evolution that you may not know.  First of all, 

micro evolution which is great genetic variation and adaptation demonstrated within 

a species over time is scientifically valid.  God as the Intelligent Designer of all life 

also foreknew the changing environmental conditions that earth would experience 

over time.  Therefore, He not only programmed tremendous beauty and variety 
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within every species, He also genetically programmed each species DNA with the 

ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions in order to survive (e.g., 

Darwin’s finches on the Galapagos Islands).  These micro changes are genetically 

preprogrammed and become evident over time with changing conditions and are 

observable and fluctuate back and forth depending on the current environmental 

conditions.  However macro evolution which involves life being spontaneously 

generated from non-living matter and then one animal kind evolving into another 

kind of animal is not scientifically observable, nor statistically possible.  Even many 

atheistic scientists who are intellectually honest admit that life cannot come 

spontaneously from non-living matter; it had to be intelligently designed.  Why?  The 

late Sir Frederick Hoyle a brilliant astrophysicist and Dr. Chandra Wickramasinghe 

(Mathematician & Astro biologist / Note: both are atheists) did a statistical analysis 

of the probability of the basic proteins of life coming together by random chance. 

Their mathematical analysis of the probability of this happening is 1x10 to the 

40,000 power.  In order to illustrate the magnitude of this number, Dr. Hoyle shared 

that this is the same probability of a tornado ripping through a junkyard and 

depositing a fully functional 747 jet airliner at the other end.  In other words, it never 

happened.  The same thing can be said for cosmic evolution and the Big Bang.  This 

theory teaches that essentially nothing exploded billions of years ago and magically 

over time our highly mathematically ordered universe with all its exacting laws of 

physics and chemistry made itself.  We believe as the Bible historically reveals that 

in the beginning the all-powerful, all knowing, eternal God was the One who 

designed and supernaturally brought the universe into existence with all its laws and 

its mathematically exacting parameters.  This Almighty, Timeless, Benevolent 

Being exists outside of the temporal realm of time, space and matter that He created.  

He is the Causation needed to logically explain the existence of the miracle of life 

and our awesome finely tuned Universe.  This magnificent and indescribably 

brilliant Being spent eternity past planning and designing the most awesome project 

of all time.  That is, our unspeakably beautiful universe and His greatest creative 

gem of all ... planet earth and its teaming life and ecosystem to support His most 

precious creation of all, mankind.  These marvelous wonders who were created in 

His image, He desired to ultimately become part of His eternal family.  Sons and 

daughters, He could love and cherish and who would choose of their own free will 

to love, obey and be cared for by Him above all else, forever.  Truly this is an 

incredibly beautiful story of tender love for companionship and family that is reality.   
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DNA AND MOLECULAR MACHINES IN CELLS THE SIGNATURE OF GOD 

The theory of spontaneous generation has now been rejected by most intellectually 

honest scientists.  This is due to the fact that it has been scientifically proven that the 

only way that the basic proteins of life can be built is by detailed digital instructions 

from DNA.  These instructions are given to incredibly small molecular machines 

that systematically assemble them and then other machines go to work using these 

proteins via DNA instructions to manufacture every living part of every creature on 

planet earth ... including you!  If you would like a glimpse of these incredible 

molecular machines, Google the TED presentation by David Bolinski an animator 

from Harvard University entitled; The Inner Workings of the Cell.  These magnificent 

tiny machines and the amazingly complex digital 

information system in DNA are the signature of 

God on His awesome creative handiwork.  Bill 

Gates has stated that DNA is a highly 

sophisticated digital information programme that 

is far more advanced than any software 

programme ever remotely designed by human 

beings.  The bottom line is that most honest 

atheistic scientists know that highly advanced 

digital information programmes cannot make 

themselves and some are now willing to 

acknowledge the Intelligent Design factor behind 

life.  However, most are not willing to admit that the Intelligent Designer is God.  

Some teach that life was seeded on earth by alien beings. 
 

THE INTELLIGENT DESIGNER ... ALIENS OR GOD? 
They prefer to attribute such unlimited intellectual agency to alien beings in a theory 

known as Directed Pan-spermia. If you believe aliens are real, we don’t necessarily 

disagree, but we don’t believe they’re extra-terrestrials from other planets.  Alien 

encounters and manifestations are merely demonic beings masquerading as aliens to 

deceive humans and to distract and divert them from believing in and trusting in 

their Creator God.  The fact is that many alien abductions have been stopped by 

people using the power of Jesus’ name because they’re not extraterrestrials ... they’re 

inter-dimensional fallen angelic beings who must submit to the mighty name of Jesus 

(see creation.com: movie: Alien Intrusion).  In the movie Alien Intrusion, you will 

hear expert testimony of secular atheistic researchers who through their 

investigations have determined that these entities are inter-dimensional spiritual 

entities not extra-terrestrial visitors, demonstrating that they are fallen angels 

masquerading as alien beings.  Unfortunately, aliens are just another deception to go 
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along with macro evolutionary theory.  Thankfully, there is a growing movement of 

scientists and scholars in the Intelligent Design movement (see discovery.org) who 

are willing to acknowledge the God factor in the equation of life.  Unfortunately, 

they’re facing tremendous opposition from the diehard atheists in academia who are 

suppressing or expelling any in their ranks who dare to 

promote evidence for Intelligent Design (see 

documentary - Expelled, No Intelligence Allowed).  
Despite this resistance the collapse of macro 

evolutionary theory is inevitable, because it is not true.  

Let us give you a quote from one of a growing number 

of atheistic scientists who are questioning the scientific 

validity of Darwinian Theory.  It is from the late Dr. 

Soren Lovtrup a Danish Embryologist and Historian of 

Science at the University of Sweden.  This is what he 

had to say; “I believe that one day the Darwinian myth will be ranked the greatest deceit 
in the history of science, when this happens many people will pose the question: “How 
did this ever happen?” (Quote from Dr. Soren’s book: Darwinism; The Refutation of a 
Myth.  [No, he was not assassinated by the diehard evolutionists ... I hope?].  ☺  The 

fact that DNA and molecular machines in cells cannot be explained by any 

Darwinian process is only the tip of the iceberg.  Molecular biologist Dr. Michael 

Behe of the Discovery Institute wrote a book called Darwin’s Black Box.  In it he 

explains irreducibly complex biological machines and systems that have multiple 

parts or processes that all need to exist at the same time in order to function and be 

biologically viable (E.g., the flagellar motor that drives the bacterial flagellum has 

40 interdependent parts).  Darwinian evolution contends that all biological systems 

were built in a simple step by step process one part at a time over millions of years.  

Irreducibly complex biological systems such as the flagellar motor in bacteria or our 

blood clotting system require multiple parts or factors working together all at one 

time.  Most of these parts have no useful function unless they’re all combined 

together at the same time.  Consequently, they could not have evolved part by part 

because most of these parts had no purpose to be naturally selected over time.  The 

truth is that the detailed digital instructions or blueprint for each of these irreducibly 

complex biological systems is contained in the DNA.  These digital instructions are 

taken by these molecular machines to build the needed proteins and then other 

molecular machines with digital instructions from the DNA take these proteins and 

systematically build each complex biological system or organ in each and every 

living creature including humans.  Every living creature and its biological systems 

are manufactured by digitally instructed molecular machines designed and 

programmed by an exponentially brilliant Being ... God.  Charles Darwin himself 
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declared; “If it could be demonstrated that any 
complex organ existed which could not have been 
formed by numerous successive, slight modifications, 
my theory would absolutely break down.”  (Charles 

Darwin quote in Dr. Michael Behe’s book, Darwin’s 
Black Box). Some examples of this very thing are the 

irreducibly complex biological systems and organs 

like DNA, molecular machines, the flagellar motor in 

bacteria, the human eye, and our blood clotting 

mechanism, etc.; revealing that Darwin’s theory has 

absolutely broken down.  Please see thetruthproject.org by Dr. Del Tackett session 

#5 Science: What is true? 
 

TRUE SCIENCE ALWAYS CONFIRMS THE BIBLE 
The following list of factors also exposes macro evolutionary theory as false: 

1)  There is no proven biological mechanism which can create new genetic 
information to be added to an organism’s genetic code.  Without such a mechanism 
evolution cannot happen. Note: Scientific fact: mutations have never been observed 
in the history of science to create new beneficial genetic information and Natural 
Selection always leads to a net loss of genetic information.  No new genetic info = no 

evolution (see Dr. Michael Behe’s latest book Darwin Devolves).  Some may object 

to this using the example of virus or bacterial mutations that lead to resistance to 

certain antibiotics or vaccines.  If you thoroughly investigate these types of 

mutations you will find something contrary to what you’ve been led to believe.  The 

mutation which caused the organism to become resistant to the antibiotic or vaccine 

was not due to new genetic information being produced, but it was due to a loss of 

genetic information.  Again, we repeat, every point mutation ever observed and 

examined in the history of science has never created new beneficial genetic 
information. 
 

A Bible truth now being verified by cutting edge science is that man and animals 

were created originally near genetic perfection and have been genetically 

deteriorating ever since.  This is one of the main reasons that man lived to be an 

average of nearly 1,000 years of age in the first generation.  After the fall of humans 

in the Garden of Eden mutations, disease and death infected man and the animal 

kingdom as part of the resulting curse for Adam and Eve’s rebellion. This resulted 

in man and animal’s progressive genetic deterioration over time through mutations 

and natural selection as Dr. Behe scientifically confirms in his book, Darwin 
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Devolves.  This initial near genetic perfection also explains how brothers and sisters 

and close relatives were able to intermarry without concern for birth defects in the 

early generations.  Thus, answering the age-old question of “Where did Cain get his 
wife?”  (Please don’t freak out ... Incest!!)  Let us explain.  After a few thousand years 

the genetic breakdown via mutations required God to step in and forbid marriage of 

close relatives in order to prevent birth defects.  We need to realize that genetically it 
has been proven that we all come from the same original parents (Adam and Eve were 

real people).  Consequently, we’re all marrying a relative, just not a close one.   
 
ONE RACE REALITY & THE DARWINIAN LIE OF LOWER & HIGHER RACES 
Darwin is also guilty of propagating the demonically driven lie of higher and lower 

races which has inspired some of the most horrific genocidal slaughters in history.  

Including the extermination of over six million Jews under Hitler and the Nazi 

regime during WW II (See movie: Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed).  The lie of 

different races has fostered much of the hatred, violence and murderous atrocities of 

the past and even to this day.  (Google the atrocities of mass murdering atheists 

Joseph Stalin 20 million plus slaughtered and Mao Zedong 40 million plus 
slaughtered).  It is a lie spawned from hell that should be aggressively refuted by the 

scientific community, but is not.  Why?  Primarily because it will expose Darwinian 

evolution for what it is, a huge and destructive lie.  As noted above science has now 

proven genetically, we are all one race, the human race as the Bible revealed 

thousands of years ago.  The Bible also explains how the human race was divided 

into different languages and cultures, with minor external genetic differences caused 

by genetic pooling.  This historical event is recorded in Genesis chapter 11 verses 1 

to 9.  At that time humans were all one language and were pooling their intellectual 

resources towards evil as before the flood.  Therefore, God decided to stop their 

progress toward idolatry and evil by confusing their languages and dispersing them 

over the face of the earth as He had originally commanded.  Consequently, each 

group had not only a very different language, but also a distinct genetic pool of 

features that became evident over time along with their unique culture.  The Bible is 

an amazing book that helps us understand not only Who God is, but also the history 

of the human race.  One thing you will discover as you study the Bible is that true 

science always confirms the Bible as does true history and archaeology.   

 

2)  Total lack of transitional fossils in the fossil record equals millions of 

missing links not just one.  Dr. David Berlinsky shared in the documentary Expelled: 
No Intelligence Allowed that it would take at least 50,000 major morphological 

changes for a land-dwelling creature to evolve into a sea dwelling creature (or vice 

versa).  If you cannot find even one airtight example of a transitional fossil to 
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illustrate this; what about the other 49,999?  When you multiply these missing 

transitional forms up and down the evolutionary tree you end up with millions of 

missing links because it never happened.  The worldwide flood of Noah’s day 

produced the fossil record, not millions of years as you’re about to discover. 

 

3) The fossil record is a giant sedimentary graveyard of the animals killed 

and buried under the sediment of the worldwide flood of Noah’s day 

approximately 4,400 years ago.  Empirical evidence clearly reveals that these 

sedimentary layers were laid down by the massive deluge 

of water that was released from above and below the earth 

during the flood (Gen. 7:11-12).  This unimaginable volume 

of water drowned and buried the corpses of all air breathing 

animals during the almost one year that it covered the earth.  

During this time massive amounts of sediment were shifted 

and redeposited over the earth’s land masses forming the petrified geological column 

containing millions of fossilized animals across the face of the earth including on 

mountain tops.  This also explains why there are mass burial sites of fossils all over 

the earth including massive burial sites where these bones are all mixed together.  

After the flood the waters receded as the ocean basins formed and water retreated 

below the earth’s surface as before the flood.  Consequently, these fossils are only 

thousands of years old not millions of years.  No millions of years magic again equals 

no evolution (See: Scientific Creationism by Dr. Henry M. Morris). 

 

4) Radiometric dating methods are based on false assumptions that totally 

distort the estimated age of rock formations.  The Bible reveals that the one major 

reason for these false estimates of time is that before Noah’s flood the earth was 

surrounded by a water canopy that would have blocked much of the radiation from 

the sun for over 1,600 years (Genesis 1:7-8). This totally destroys their 

uniformitarian radiometric assumptions, because things were much different in the 

past than today. (Note:  This water canopy was released upon the earth at the time 

of the flood).  Without taking into consideration these historical environmental 

realities the current radiometric dates being produced are totally exaggerated and 

false (see: Rethinking Radiometric Dating by Nuclear Physicist Dr. Vernon R. 

Cupps). 

 

5) Dinosaurs are in the Bible (E.g., Behemoth and Leviathan in Job 40 and 41) 

they lived with man and did not go extinct 65 to 70 million years ago.  Before 1841 

they were called dragons.  (Please see King James Version of the Bible, Isaiah 27:1; 

Malachi 1:3, etc.).  This fact is confirmed by ancient cave and canyon drawings along 
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with ancient pictures, carvings, engravings on walls, stones and molded figurines of 

dinosaurs found around the world.  There are also many ancient written accounts of 

men encountering these dragon (dinosaur-like) creatures (E.g., 

St. George’s slaying of a dragon etc., etc.)  If ancient man did 

not see dinosaurs how could he draw, carve or mold their 

images and write detailed accounts of his encounters with 

them.  Also, soft tissue and blood cells found in fossilized T-

Rex bones and in other dinosaur bones along with unfossilised 

dinosaur bones prove they’re not millions of years old. [See Does the Bible (Job 40) 
Describe a Sauropod Dinosaur (Behemoth?) @ genesisapologetics.com and The Truth 
About Dinosaurs @ crosspoweryouth.org]. 

 

If you want to investigate further details regarding the scientific evidences for God 

and the collapse of macro evolutionary theory please see our Scientific Evidence for 
God article on crosspoweryouth.org.  If you are confused about how stars can be 

millions of light years from a young earth – see explanation on Page 63 under the 

title: “WHO IS THIS GOD WHO SAVES AND CREATED US?” 
 

UNBRAINWASHING A WHOLE GENERATION IN LOVE 
Clearly, we can see that the “father of lies” (Satan) is diligently working through 

academia and the media to undermine our children’s and young people’s ability to 

believe in the existence of our Creator God using evolutionary lies.  Unfortunately, 

he has been working for years in many of the lives of those reading this book and 

has trapped many by his deceptive lies.  For example, current statistics reveal that 2 

out of 3 Christian young adults are walking away from their faith during or after 

university or college.  You may be one of them, but the good news is that God in His 

love for you is sharing truth through this book to help unbrainwash you (if you’re 

willing) from the misinformation and lies you may have ingested along the way.  

However, in order to be liberated we must humbly embrace truth even when we 

don’t like it and it’s contrary to what most everyone else around us believes.  

Unfortunately, most people today have been brainwashed via the overabundance of 

media influences surrounding us, saturating our minds with the god of this world’s 

lies daily.  As revealed earlier from 2 Corinthians 4:3-4; Satan is the god who 

controls the current system we live in, including the media and academia.  Again, 

we reiterate the vast majority of media and academics available today except for 

those that are overseen by strong “born again” Believers are riddled with lies and 

misinformation.  If you truly want to get free you must unplug from secular media 

to a large degree and plug into sources that are under God’s influence rather than 

Satan’s. 

 


